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The Benefits of Fasting 

We are addicted to too much food and the wrong food.  

In general, in our western civilization we live in a time of an abundance of food, 

gadgets, technology, etc. Not so long ago, our forefathers ate far less than our 

modern dispensation that is currently roaming in the ‘modern artificial valley of 

abundance’. Most of us do not labour to produce, hunt or gather our ‘food’, thus we 

spend no effort nor energy, we merely barter with paper or plastic money. Most of us 

do not even walk to fetch our food, no we drive - we invented the wheel.  

I mean, we all know it is really wonderful to eat food and it is indeed essential. But 

sadly, many of us know that the bulk of the modern food chain is corrupted and 

deprived of nutrients, in other words a big portion of the abundance of foodstuff is 

fake foods that trick and cheat our bodies and keep us (the masses) in a perpetual 

state of craving and hunger. This is the reason why many are overfed, overweight, or 

obese but they are actually starving and the survival reflex forces us to eat again and 

again. A continuous vicious snow ball effect that slowly erodes our health and 

vitality.  

For more information and advice to prevent these propaganda TRICK 

FOODS, linked find a previous article on this matter.  

The result is that more than 50% of the modern western society is overweight and or 

‘dis-eased’ with the following modern diet and lifestyle related disorders and 

conditions for example; overweight, diabetes, obesity, osteoporosis, tooth decay, 

ADD/ADHD, heart disease, cancer, etc.  

The GO NATURAL diet and lifestyle is definitely the solution, but what I recently 

discovered is that if you want quicker results in recovering to your normal, or shall I 

say your correct, body weight, then INTERMITTED FASTING is the accelerator. 

Especially for us over 40 years of age that is not nearly as active as 30 years ago. 

INTERMITTED FASTING PRINCIPLES 

All it means is that you restrict your food intake. The fundamentals of the restriction 

work like this: 

https://gonatural.co.za/img/cms/PREVENT-and-REVERSE-Obesity-and-Diabetes.pdf
https://gonatural.co.za/img/cms/PREVENT-and-REVERSE-Obesity-and-Diabetes.pdf
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1. You can eat every day in a six-hour window. 

2. You fast or restrict for the next 18 hours after your last meal. 

3. Ideally you skip breakfast. 

4. You therefore only eat in one quarter of the day, a six-hour span.  

For example, you eat your first meal at 13h00 and your second meal 19h00. 

5. Preferably do not eat in between. 

6. Focus on quality not quantity, only ingest GO NATURAL true foods. 

7. Only eat when you are relaxed. 

8. Eat slowly and chew your food properly.  

The reason why intermitted fasting helps is: 

One eats less because physiologically we do not need so much food. One just needs 

to get one’s mind over it and break the bad modern habit of continually over eating. 

All food and nutrients come with energy, if you are not using all the ingested energy, 

your body will be storing it for the days of scarcity. 

Additionally, in more severe cases of ‘dis-ease’ consider going on the 

Ketogenic diet. 

In case of severe illness like cancer, diabetes and neurological conditions in parallel 

with the GO NATURAL diet and intermitted fasting incorporate the ketogenic diet. 

The basic principle of going Keto is a low carbohydrates and high fat diet, consisting 

of approximately 25% protein. You want to switch from sugar and carbohydrates as 

energy to fat burning, which is a process of ketosis. Cancer cannot survive without 

sugar and glucose. The end product of fat burning is ketones, which is a powerful 

brain antioxidant. Furthermore, Ketones are a far more efficient energy source than 

sugar.  

No fruits only berries in moderation. Limit or restrict all grain or grain containing food 

consumption. 
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To wrap up, there’s lots of hope (as you will see in the research below), but to 

summarise, we as westerners are presently in the wrong health gear and mindset. 

We were born in this faulty, modern, altered and adulterated food dispensation. This 

has become the new norm in the valley of fake abundance with no effort, we have 

become used and addicted to too much food and wrong food that in many cases are 

not food. This is the reason why we look the way we do with the dismal health 

statistics. It is catastrophic. 

We need to change, and I believe, GO NATURAL’S true foods in parallel with 

intermitted fasting will give you the desired results. It is proven that diets do not work, 

this is a life style.  

Below find the interesting links and research that support my advice. 

TRUE FOOD 

What is wrong with our modern food system? 

 

Birke, this wise young lad says; he rather pays the farmer for better food than the 

doctor because of bad modern ‘food’ - click here 

 

Very important is to look at a solution/scenario where one work with nature and the 

ecological farming model.  

This video’s name is: 

How I fell in love with Fish, but there is much more to it than fish. 

 

Cancer Wisdom 

Chemotherapy is a Waste of Money 

By Dr Peter Glidden talks about the incredibly low success rate for chemotherapy as 

a cancer treatment. Be sure to talk to your doctor about all your options before 

https://www.ted.com/talks/birke_baehr_what_s_wrong_with_our_food_system
https://www.ted.com/talks/birke_baehr_what_s_wrong_with_our_food_system
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_barber_how_i_fell_in_love_with_a_fish#t-980557
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deciding on a cancer treatment path. This interview correlates well with the video 

about cancer, and it's origins from Ty Bollinger. 

 

RESULTS 

The Ketogenic Diet & Brain Cancer: Brain Cancer Survivor Logan Sneed 

 

Dr Berg interviews Logan Sneed, who developed brain cancer (Glioblastoma), the 

most aggressive form of brain cancer two and a half years ago. He found the 

ketogenic diet and intermittent fasting and has been doing very well. Tumors cannot 

live on ketones, so a healthy ketosis diet can improve your immune system greatly. 

 

Spread the news and help your family, friends and loved ones to see the light, 

there is a far better way to treat and prevent cancer. 

  

If you were diagnosed, what to do? 

 

Bob Wright, founder of the American Anti-Cancer Institute, talks about some of the 

first things you should do after you get a cancer diagnosis. 

https://youtu.be/XdLyMhNdcSc
https://youtu.be/hSFuxFyiHF0
https://youtu.be/OEoUpsCEp68
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His summary of the current state of our health care system; ‘we do not have health 

care we have sick care’. 

Cancer is an Immune Disease 

 

Bob Wright, director of the American Anti-Cancer Institute, talks about the immune 

system's role in cancer. 

  

 

THE ROOT CAUSES 

One of the key ROOT CAUSES that prohibit and influence your immune system not 

to function optimally and correct is dental pathology as exposed by this 

documentary. 

Watch the trailer by clicking on the blue Vimeo logo below. 

 

The full movie is available on NETFLIX. 

 

Contact me at johan@gonatural.co.za if you need a good biological dentist to 

remove the primary root causes of cancer and other degenerative diseases. It is well 

explained and researched in our book, GO NATURAL Wisdom for Healthy Living. 

  

 

mailto:johan@gonatural.co.za
mailto:johan@gonatural.co.za
https://gonatural.co.za/books/543-go-natural-wisdom-for-healthy-living-j-jacobs-9780620598750.html
https://gonatural.co.za/books/543-go-natural-wisdom-for-healthy-living-j-jacobs-9780620598750.html
https://youtu.be/-lxMfIHFku0
https://vimeo.com/290213113
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More Help for Cancer Patients 

 

Bob Wright, founder and director of the American Anti-Cancer Institute talks about 

how the Institute was founded and what it does to help people who are battling with 

cancer. I really like and appreciate the following teachings presented by Dr Darren 

Schmidt regarding advice on how intermitted fasting and ketosis work. He is a 

wonderful teacher. 

 

Fasting kills cancer 

 

By Dr. Darren Schmidt For more information, see the book Cancer As A Metabolic 

Disease by Thomas Seyfried or the book Tripping Over The Truth (which is the 

layman's version of the first book). This is a medical therapy that needs to be 

supervised by a doctor who knows how to do it. 

  

 

Interview with Thomas N. Seyfried on "Cancer as a Metabolic Disease" 

 

Dr Thomas Seyfried, Biology Department Current cancer research focuses on 

genetic origins of cancer, and standard treatments generally involve combinations of 

surgery, chemotherapy and radiation. In Cancer as Metabolic Disease, Dr Thomas 

Seyfried presents an alternative origin of cancer based on the theories of Otto 

Warburg, wherein cancer is viewed as a disease of cellular metabolic dysfunction 

due to damaged mitochondria. In addition to pointing to new directions of research, 

https://youtu.be/ASFIlLnsrlw
https://youtu.be/xJZrgyPRgY0
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Dr Seyfried elaborates on a non-toxic mode of treatment, the ketogenic diet, which 

capitalizes on the inability of the damaged cancer cell mitochondria to metabolize 

ketones, thus starving them while maintaining healthy cells. Thomas Seyfried is a 

Professor of Biology at Boston College. He is a senior editor of the American Society 

of Neurochemistry’s journal ASN Neuro and is on the editorial boards of Journal of 

Lipid Research, Neurochemical Research and Nutrition & Metabolism. 

 

Your diet should prevent heart disease AND cancer 

 

Steps to Achieve Ketosis to get your body to its Native State. 

 

For a brand-new person wanting to burn fat, these are the steps in order. They can 

be done on a gradient basis. Don't forget to get out of ketosis daily, weekly, or every 

ten days so your body can use insulin once in a while. 

  

 

How Much Ketosis is Good for you? 

 

We recommend using Keto-mojo to test your blood. An easy way to gauge the effort 

https://youtu.be/wY-JZ6TTNh8
https://youtu.be/mGl81OwbYk4
https://youtu.be/BUhttuvsKmo
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and numbers needed to get into ketosis. Also, a proper range of glucose/sugar ratio 

in the blood so you can monitor your status. Increase or decrease the total grams of 

the macronutrients to meet your calorie needs. Purchase the Precision Xtra here: 

  

 

Healthy Fats for You to Consume. 

 

Dr Darren Schmidt starts off with a few facts missing from our shared knowledge, 

then he gives four lists of healthy fats. 

  

 

Ketosis is not enough. Fasting, Feasting, Diet variation, Fasting Mimicking, 

Fasting for Women 

 

For a new person wanting to burn fat, these are the steps. They can be done on a 

gradient basis. Don't forget to get out of ketosis daily, weekly, or every ten days so 

your body can use insulin once in a while. 

  

 

http://amzn.to/2uNXXWn
https://youtu.be/Zuy9pxdJPV0
https://youtu.be/4H0cLVUnq6k
https://youtu.be/8NvSZ1QWFgk
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Dr Schmidt's Personal Ketosis Diet 

 

Notice there is no fasting described in this video to get into ketosis. It's not necessary 

but it is helpful as a healing therapy. 

  

 

 

https://youtu.be/oAzJYTLqSXk

